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Abstract—Landmark-based routing (LR) provides a promising approach for scalable point-to-point routing in wireless sensor networks
(WSNs). Though various approaches have been proposed for landmarkbased routing, they either introduce significant computational complexity
or are inefficient in realistic, dynamic environments. In this paper,
we identify three design principles that form the basis of efficiency:
algorithmic simplicity, update efficiency, and application awareness.
Motivated by these principles, we present XLR, a new, flexible and
comprehensive framework that tackles the inefficiency of landmarkbased routing. XLR consists of four components: Relay Selection (RS),
Parametric P-Norm distance function (PPN), Efficient Update with
Coordinate Difference (EUCD) and General Forwarding (GF). The key
advantage of XLR is that any subset of XLR’s components can be
independently incorporated into most landmark-based routing protocols.
We perform extensive simulations to demonstrate that: (i) RS, a simple
method, yields good performance comparable with previous methods,
(ii) PPN increases LR performance considerably, (iii) EUCD reduces
coordinate update overhead by up to 39%, and (iv) our GF outperforms
previous approaches that consider factors such as link quality, delay and
power consumption independently.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Point-to-point routing methods have become an important topic
in emerging wireless sensor networks (WSNs), as evidenced by the
recent formation of IETF working groups [1] and various research
contributions [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9]. In this paper, we focus
on landmark-based routing (LR)1 , a type of point-to-point routing
protocol derived from geographic routing and virtual coordinatebased routing.
Fundamentally, this paper attempts to answer the following question: Given a large wireless sensor network, what improvements
to landmark-based routing protocols will increase overall WSN
performance? Our solution, XLR, is a new, flexible and comprehensive framework that tackles the inefficiencies of LR by providing
components that may be incorporated in a piecewise fashion into
existing LR protocols.
At the core of any LR protocol are 4 primitive operations: 1)
landmark selection; 2) coordinate establishment and maintenance;
3) greedy forwarding; and 4) routing failure recovery. We will
illustrate typical LR using in Fig. 1 as an example. Using some
landmark selection algorithm, an initial set of landmarks L ⊂ N are
selected from among the complete set of nodes N . Once selected, the
coordinated system must be established. Each landmark will construct
a shortest path tree, rooted at the landmark, typically using hop count
as the distance metric. Each node i constructs its coordinate Ci using
shortest distances to each landmark Li ∈ L. In Fig. 1, we see that
node 7 has a coordinate of C7 = {5, 4, 1}, where each element
1 In this paper, the term “Landmark-based Routing” is distinct from virtual
coordinate-based routing protocols [10] [11], which do not use hop count in
the coordinate vector. Furthermore, certain hierarchical routing protocols [12]
also use the term “landmark,” but do not fall under the general category of
LR.
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is the distance to a landmark, e.g., 5 hops to landmark L1 , etc.
The coordinates of nodes are typically published in some form of
distributed location service [13], which is out of the scope of this
paper. Furthermore, due to the dynamic wireless environment, the
accuracy of coordinate system must be maintained. Therefore, LR
use some form of update message to signal changes in a node’s
coordinate to its neighbors and the location service. In order to route
packets from a source node i to a destination node j, each node on
the path employs some form of greedy forwarding to identify the
next-hop neighbor. This is done by calculating the distance from i’s
neighbors Ki . Thus, the next-hop node will be the neighbor k ∈ Ki
with the smallest distance to j, as calculated by the distance function
δ(Ck , Cj ). In our example, to route packets from node n2 to node n5 ,
n2 begins by looking up n5 coordinate through location service [13].
Knowing C2 and C5 , n2 calculates the distance from all its neighbors
K2 = {n1 , n3 , n9 } and computes δ(CK2 , C5 ). In this example, best
solution for the next hop is n3 . But, if a routing error occurs, such as
routing to n1 (an obvious dead-end), the protocol could re-route the
packets using costly routing failure recovery strategies, e.g. backtrack,
fallback or scoped flooding [2], [3], [4]. Recovery strategy is beyond
the scope of this paper and we do not address it herein.
To optimize LR protocols to meet the needs of WSNs, we identify
3 necessary design principles 1) algorithmic simplicity; 2) update
efficiency; and 3) application awareness. We incorporate these design
principles into XLR. Our intent, however, is not to invent yet another
landmark-based routing protocol. Rather, our key motivation is to
tackle the inefficiencies of LR in WSNs using the design principles
outlined above. Thus, XLR’s methodologies can be applied to most
landmark-based routing protocols by directly incorporating XLR’s
components, piecewise.
The primary contributions of this paper are as follows.
1. We provide a new, flexible and comprehensive framework,
XLR, to tackle the inefficiency of landmark-based routing in
a piecewise manner grounded by our three guiding principles:

algorithmic simplicity, update efficiency, and application awareness, in large wireless sensor networks.
2. XLR consists of four components that facilitates efficient
landmark-based routing.
a) A simple, yet efficient, relay selection (RS) algorithm that
effectively adjusts in dynamic environments.
b) PPN, a new distance function to efficiently compute
distances.
c) A forwarding table update scheme, EUCD, that reduces
the required update overheads.
d) An application-aware forwarding scheme, GF, that closely
couples application requirements with LR properties.
3. A comprehensive evaluation of the above through extensive
simulations.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. Related work are
presented in section II. Then, we address the framework XLR in
section III. In section IV, we evaluate the framework XLR. Finally,
we conclude in section V.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Landmark-based routing is derived from geographic routing [14]
and virtual coordinate-based routing [10]. Geographic routing protocols, e.g., GPSR [14], were proposed to perform scalable routing
using true positions from GPS or localization techniques. However,
it is not practical to equip each WSN nodes with expensive GPS
technology. Inaccurate localization techniques also largely degrades
geographic routing performance. Virtual coordinate based routing,
e.g. NoGeo [10], performs geographic routing based on virtual coordinates that are computed from certain algorithm [10]. However, it is
complicated to compute and maintain these virtual coordinates [2].
Landmark-based routing protocols, e.g. BVR [2], HopID [3],
LCR [4] build the coordinate system using a set of landmark nodes
selected by techniques such as random selection [2], [3] and iterative
selection [4]. Though the algorithmic method improves landmarkbased routing performance, it comes at the cost of increased packet
flooding of the network. Various distance functions, such as Weighted
Manhattan [2], Euclidean [4], and Minkowski function [3] are used
to compute the distance for greedy forwarding. GLIDER [5] configures landmarks manually to obtain a global shortest path topology
structure and uses both local greedy routing and global shortest path
routing. In S4 [7], compact routing is applied into landmark-based
routing. Each node maintains an optimal distance vector routing
table for its local cluster of nodes, which could incur considerable
cost in large wireless sensor networks; even worse when there is a
small number of landmarks. GLDR [6] uses r-Sampling to improve
landmark selection. However, it is difficult to determine the number of
landmarks in advance and control or manage the number of necessary
landmarks. In [15], AVCS is proposed to improve the success of
greedy forwarding. The coordinate of each node is averaged together
with the coordinates of its neighbor nodes in order to make the
coordinate a smoothed Euclidian space. Similar to virtual coordinate
based routing, coordinate update control traffic can be significant. In
geographical routing, either a product of distance and link quality [8]
or a normalized metric [9] is used in forwarding, which is found to be
optimal. A more detailed related work can be found in our technical
report [16].
III. T HE XLR F RAMEWORK
In the framework XLR, we seek to address our three principles in
turn.

Algorithm 1 Relay Selection
Require: K randomly distributed landmark candidates.
1: procedure I N I T I A L I Z E L A N D M A R K S (K,β , Baton=Null)
2:
if Baton == N ull and LMid == 1 then  LMid : the ID of
landmark
3:
4:
LMid

Baton ← 1
FLD(LMid = 1)
= 1.

 Construct shortest path tree rooted at

5:
end if
6: end procedure
7: procedure D U T Y (Baton)
 Handles Batons upon receipt.
8:
if Baton = LMid − 1 then
9:
if hm ≥ β, ∀m ∈ {1, 2, ..., LMid − 1} then
 Enter into

landmark status
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:

Baton ← LMid
FLD(LMid )

else
 Current landmark is too close
LRS(β, Baton, 1)
end if
else if Baton ≥ LMid then
if LMid == 1 then Terminate
 Failure to find K
landmarks, end
else
LRS(β, Baton, 0)
end if
end if
end procedure
procedure LRS(β , Baton, f lag )  Find a node with limited scope
of flooding.
maxhop ← (f lag = 1)?β − MIN(Hop(LMid )) : β
Limited range searching with radius of maxhop to find a node
that Hop(IDi , hm ) ≥ β, {(f lag = 1)?∀m ∈ {1, 2, ..., LMid − 1} :
∀m ∈ {1, 2, ..., LMid }}

25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:

if Such a node is found then
Transfer(IDi , LMid = Baton + 1)
“landmark” status to IDi .
else
ReportBaton(Baton, LMid − 1)
end if
end procedure

 Transfer

A. Algorithmic Simplicity
Relay Selection: As indicated in Sect. §II, the prior works have
examined the landmark selection and coordinate system establishment problems. Though these algorithmic methods, e.g. iterative
selection [4] and r-Sampling [6], improve landmark-based routing
performance, it comes at the cost of either increased packet flooding
of the network or complicate landmark management. In this paper,
we ask: Can we relax landmark placement while the performance
of landmark-based routing is promising? Inspired by both iterative
selection and r-Sampling, we propose a new landmark selection
method: Relay Selection (RS) and detailed in Algorithm 1.
Intuitively, the key to RS is to select landmarks as to avoid
clustering landmarks too closely together, e.g., two hops away from
each other. This process is initiated by a user designated landmark,
then runs autonomously in a distributed fashion to ultimately select a
set of landmark nodes. In combination with the distance function
presented in the following section, we obtain promising results
(shown in Section §IV).
First, let us introduce some notations. Let K be the desired number
of landmarks. A constant β is the minimum hops between the
landmarks. Batons are embedded into flooding packets and act as
a token during the landmark selection process. N is the total number

of nodes in the network. Hop(IDi , h1 , h2 , .., hj ) is the coordinate
of each node, where i ∈ {1, 2, ..., N } and j ∈ {1, 2, ..., K}, IDi is
the ID number of node i, and hj is the hop distance of node IDi
to the j-th landmark. FLD() is a flooding function that establishes
the shortest path tree from the initiating node to every other node
in the network. MIN() is used to return the minimum element of
one coordinate vector. Transfer() lets the new found node be a
landmark. If a new landmark can not be found, ReportBaton()
reports failure and returns the baton to the previous landmark2 .
The New Distance Function: Next, we consider how to measure
the distance between two nodes. This plays a vital role in determining
the performance of routing. In a continuous Cartesian space, the
coordinates are continuous and smooth. The distance between any
pair of nodes can be determined accurately by the traditional distance function, i.e., Euclidean distance. However, in landmark-based
routing, the coordinate of a node is represented by a vector that is
composed of hop counts (integral values) to each landmark. It is nontrivial to measure the distance between two nodes in this situation.
The discrete values of the hop count coordinate affects the accuracy
of the coordinates by introducing the “noise”[15]. Furthermore, the
coordinate is a vector with high dimensionality. Traditional distance
functions, e.g., Manhattan, Euclidean and Minkowski distance, cannot
accurately and effectively compute the distance.
In the following, our goal is to develop an effective distance
function, which is suitable for landmark-based routing. Given a
destination node D(d1 , d2 , ..., dk ) and a forwarder’s neighbor node
F (n1 , n2 , ..., nk ), where dk and fk are the hop distances to the K th
landmark.
We propose a new distance function: Parametric-P-Norm distance
function (PPN):

k

P P N (F , D, λ1 , ..λk ) = (

i=1

λi |f i − di |p2 )1/p1

where λ is the coefficient of weight for each dimension in the
coordinate, P1 and P2 are two parameters, F and D are modified
coordinate vectors, discussed below.
Next, we will introduce the interpretable issues about PPN. Since
the coordinates are integral values, e.g., hop counts, they cannot
accurately represent the real distance among the nodes in the network.
There are two options to remove the noise from coordinates: averaging [15] and transformation [5]. Briefly, averaging the coordinate
of one node depends on both itself and the coordinates of its n-hop
neighbors, e.g. one hop or two hops. It reaches the equilibrium state
by averaging the forces from its neighbor nodes [10]. However, it is
similar to coordinate calculation in virtual coordinate based routing,
thus averaging breaks the relative independence of coordinates and
coordinates are extremely sensitive to wireless dynamics, such as
channel uncertainty. Furthermore, averaging may introduce additional
update cost, as we discuss in Sect. §II.
Considering these limitations, we opt for transformation.
a
k For
f j /k
node F(f1 , f2 , ..., fk ), we firstly calculate a mean value
i=1 i
of F, where the depth of
Then, the
modified coordinate of
j=1,2,...,n.
k
k
node F is F = (f1j − i=1 fij /k, ..., fkj − i=1 fij /k). Note that,
in Sect §IV, we find that PPN works very well as j=2, which is also
proven in [5].
The success ratio of greedy forwarding always increases when
the packet is forwarded towards landmarks closer to the destination
node. These landmarks are also called routing landmarks. This could
not only reduce the interference from irrelevant dimensions, but also
2 Node synchronization issues are handled through timers, not explicitly
detailed in our algorithm.

reduce the computation cost of the distance function. For example, we
can put more weights on the dimensions that have positive values of
difference (f i −di ). In our simulation, we only consider 10 landmarks
that are closest to the destination node and set λi =1 when the ith
landmark is one of those closest landmarks. Otherwise, we set λi =0.
In the PPN, the difference formula |f i − di | dominates the
computation. Note that when p2 is fixed, different values of p1 do
not affect the results from PPN. Therefore, we set p1 =1 in our paper.
When we increase p2 , if the difference in one dimension is bigger,
the distance function will reflect more difference in that dimension.
B. Opting for Update Efficiency
In this paper, we construct a coordinate system using the shortest
path trees rooted in landmarks as previous efforts did [4], [2], [3],
[7]. Link quality is used to assure that the shortest path trees do
not traverse long and unreliable links (detail in subsection C). In
order to eliminate count-to-infinity problems and loops, each node
maintains the highest sequence number and a parent node of the tree
to each landmark. We assume these landmarks are stable, and only
non-landmark nodes and links may fail as previous efforts did [4],
[2], [3], [7]. In addition, each node only needs to maintain its direct
neighbors (one hop away).
Due to the dynamic wireless environment, the WSN’s coordinate
system undergoes constant change. Various control messages are
required to maintain coordinate system consistency and availability
between nodes and the location service. In this paper, we focus on
two types of control traffic: periodic update traffic and passive update
traffic. Periodic update traffic includes control traffic exchanged
between a node, its neighbors and the location service at regular
intervals that is necessary to maintain and update node coordinates,
the coordinate system and the location service[13]. During the
interval, passive update traffic is generated by link fluctuations, link
and/or node failures. Passive updates include both neighbor discovery
broadcast and location service update messages, generated due to a
coordinated change.
To achieve our update efficiency design principle, we seek to
minimize the amount of control traffic exchanged to maintain system
coordination. We propose a new method: Efficient Update with Coordinate Difference (EUCD), which lowers packet size by generating
update payload data from the difference between coordinate changes.
Let K be the number of landmarks in the network and hik is the hop
count from node i to landmark k. Node i’s coordinate is a vector
Ci = {hik }, where |Ci | = K. Now, Δi = (INC, DEC) is a 2tuple of increment and decrement vectors, denoting the changes in
subsequent coordinates of node i. Furthermore, we define two special
functions, |Δi | and ||Δi ||, where |Δi | returns the maximum element
in Δi and ||Δi || that returns the number of non-zero elements in Δi .
For example, say node i’s coordinate updates from Ci = {5, 2, 1}
to Ci = {4, 2, 2}, then Δi = ({0, 0, 1}, {1, 0, 0}), |Δi | = 1 and
||Δi || = 2. Now, let us consider three possible scenarios for the
value of |Δi | and the subsequent update messages necessary:
Case 1: |Δi | = 0. If there are no changes to the coordinate,
a node simply sends an special keep alive update packet to its
neighbors. Additionally, no update packet is sent to the location
service. As no changes are necessary, the keep alive packet need
not encode any payload data.
Case 2: |Δi | = 1. In this case, EUCD uses INC and DEC to indicate the hop differences between the old and new coordinate
and announces UP(INC, DEC) to the node’s neighborhood. In
this case, INC and DEC are binary vectors at least K bits long,

where K is the number of landmarks. As a result, at most 2· K

8
bytes are necessary to encode the update message payload data.
Case 3: |Δi | > 1. Here, we further consider two subcases. First, if ||Δi || < K/2, EUCD only announces the
changed dimensions of coordinates UP(CD,CC), where CD
and CC represent the changed dimensions and the changed
coordinates, respectively. For example, say Ci changes from
{3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10} to {3, 6, 8, 6, 7, 8, 9, 3}. Here, Δi =
({0, 2, 3, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 7}), |Δi | = 7 and
||Δi || = 3. We set CD=(1,2,7) and CC=(6,8,3) and send
UP(CD,CC)=UP((1,2,7),(6,8,3)). The resulting update packets encode between 2 and K bytes of data. Secondly,
if ||Δi || > K/2, EUCD would announce the new coordinates as
done in previous approaches [4], [2], [3], [7]. In these methods,
the update packets encode K bytes as payload data.
Unlike previous approaches that cope with link uncertainty, EUCD
will not immediately send update packets to its neighbors or the
location service databases upon the disappearance of a link or node.
Rather, since EUCD does not distinguish a permanent link outage
from a temporary outage, EUCD first locates a new parent node
from among its the impacted node’s neighbors, during which the
node keeps its coordinates unchanged. If a new parent node is
located, the node’s coordinates remain unchanged and only the node’s
parent is updated. Otherwise, the node initializes a timer to keep
this coordinate unchanged, disregarding periodic updates, until timer
expires.
C. Catering to Application Awareness
In this section, we investigate an application-oriented forwarding
model that integrates realistic factors, such as link quality, delay, and
residual energy.
In landmark-based routing, link quality is the primary factor in
the success of any forwarding strategy: In geographic routing, the
forwarding formula is Distance × Factor (found to be optimal
in [8], [9]), where factor may be link quality, delay, or energy
consumption and the policy is to maximize it. However, it can
not be applied into the landmark-based routing directly, and should
be coupled with the unique properties of landmark-based routing.
As discussed in previous subsection B, using link quality as the
primary metric in constructing the coordinate system results in better
performance. Then, the hop count coordinates are derived from those
trees. Distance (in hops) in landmark-based routing is obtained from
a threshold based link quality scheme, not always the best link [17],
[2], [7]. Furthermore, we do not consider the factors independently
as done in previous efforts. We would also like to explore their interdependent relationships. In addition, it is worth noting that for both
delay and energy consumption, retransmission plays an important
role. Therefore, link quality should be considered as the prime factor
in forwarding strategy.
In the following, we will present the specifications about how to
implement link quality, delay and energy consumption. A passive link
estimator layer [17], [2], [7] is adopted to measure these factors.
We use ETX [17] to estimate link quality. In brief, the passive
link estimator uses ongoing packets from neighbor nodes to estimate
the properties of incoming links.Tagging the packets with a sequence
number, the node could check the sequence numbers in the packets
and compute the ratio of received packets to sent packets during an
successive time interval. In order to estimate the outgoing links, each
node could periodically broadcast beacons to its neighbors, which
contains the qualities of incoming links.

It is apparent that a node with a good link is involved in more
communications. The result is that this node could be drained out
quickly, which could cause the partition of the network. In our paper,
we take the residual energy of the next hop nodes into account. The
forwarding strategy favors the node who has higher residual energy.
In our model, Cenergy = Cresidual−energy . We use the beacons
from the passive link estimator for each node to announce its residual
energy to its neighbor nodes.
We only consider transmission delay, from the current node to
the next hop, and experienced delay, the interval from receiving the
packet to sending the packet to the next hop node. Namely, Cdelay =
Cexperience + Ctx . Experienced delay is broadcasted by the beacons
used in passive link estimator. Only when the node is processing
packets, the experienced delay should be updated.
From the statement above, we derive our General Forwarding (GF):
GF = Distance × LinkQuality × (μEnergy + ρDelay)
where LinkQuality = ET1 X , Energy = Cenergy and Delay =
1
. μ and ρ are the coefficients. Distance is the distance between
Cdelay
forwarder and one of its neighbor nodes. LinkQuality, Energy and
Delay are nomalized into the same scale. The major policy is to
maximize the results from GF.
IV. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
In this section, we present a simulation-based evaluation of XLR.
We begin this evaluation using TOSSIM [18], a TinyOS-based
discrete time simulator that captures many realistic radio properties,
yet does not scale adequately in networks with more than 1000 nodes.
To address this scalability limitation, we developed a custom C++based simulator. Our simulator does not account for realistic radio
properties, so we use this simulator to focus on verifying correctness
and scalability issues of XLR. We evaluate each metric by averaging
over 10 simulation executions.
We consider the following performance metrics:
Routing Success Rate (SuccRate): Success rate is tested purely
from a routing perspective and any recovery schemes are not
used when packets hit a dead end or local minima that leads to
a failure.
Periodical Update Traffic: The amount of traffic generated by
periodic beacon packets and the update packets to location
service if the coordinate is changed. We assume that each node
would send the location service update packet to its closest
landmark.
Passive Update Traffic: This traffic is generated between two
consecutive routing updates due to external factors, such as node
or link failures and link fluctuation.
Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR): The ratio of the total number of
packets received by destination nodes to the total number of
packets sent by source nodes.
Latency: The latency is defined as the average amount of time
between the start of sending a packet and its arrival at the
destination node. Transmission time is based on the CC2420
transceiver data transfer rate 250Kbps and the size of the packet
40 bytes.
Network Lifetime: We define the lifetime of the network as the
simulation time at which the first outage in the network occurs.
Custom Simulator Settings: We generate 4000 nodes placed uniformly at random within a 250 × 250 square units. The radio range
is set to 8 units. The default number of landmarks is 10. The average
node degree is approximately 12. In this simulator, as previous works
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did [2], [7], [4], [6], [5], we test the following metrics: routing success
rate, periodic update traffic and passive update traffic
TOSSIM Settings: We inject n concurrent flows into the network.
We uniformly at random choose the source and destination for each
flow. We generate 1000 nodes and place them uniformly at random
in the area of 200 × 200 square meters and 30 landmarks are used
in the simulation. Lossy links are generated by a widely used default
radio model [19]. We use TOSSIM to evaluate metrics impacted by
radio dynamics, such as packet delivery ratio, latency and network
lifetime.
A. Simulation Results
We evaluate all the components of our XLR framework for
landmark-based routing using the above metrics.
1. Relay selection (RS): First, to evaluate relay selection, we compare our selection algorithm (RS) with r-sampling, iterative selection,
and random selection from the perspective of routing success rate.
For the simulation results in Fig. 2(a), RS’s β parameter is set to 5.
Though not detailed in this paper, we evaluated RS’s performance
given β and found that as we increase β, RS performs better. Figure
2(a) shows that the routing success rates with iterative selection, rSampling, and relay selection are significantly better than random
selection. The reason is that random selection can not avoid the worst
case of landmark placement. Iterative selection and r-Sampling yield
comparable performance, but both perform slightly better than our
relay selection algorithm. However, the iterative algorithm requires
prohibitively costly computation to locate the landmarks and obtain
the coordinate for each node, as shown in Tab. I. Alternatively, though
r-Sampling reduces the need for complex computation, it is difficult to
control the exact number of landmarks, especially in lossy networks.

As shown in Tab. I and Fig. 2(a), RS is significantly simpler in
comparison, and yet, achieves promising routing performance.
2. Distance function: Next, we evaluate the performance of PPN
for different values of the parameter j. In Fig. 2(b), we see that the
success ratio of PPN, when j=2, is higher than that of PPN when
j=1. This is because PPN have more effects to remove “noise” from
coordinates when parameter j=2. When we further increase the value
of j, the success ratio only increases slightly. Based on these results,
we use j=2 in the rest of our evaluation.
3. Combining relay selection and distance function: We next
evaluate routing performance after we combine relay selection and
PPN; we refer to this scheme as RS+PPN. We compare RS+PPN
with previous routing protocols such as BVR, LCR, HopID, and
GLDR [2], [4], [3], [6]. We do not consider GLIDER and S4
for the SuccRate evaluation, since routing in these cases is aided
significantly by either global shortest path structure from the manual
configuration of landmarks or optimal distance vector routing for
each node. In Fig. 2(c), we see that the routing performance of
RS+PPN outperforms previous approaches. Although RS slightly
degrades routing performance, overall routing performance is boosted
significantly by the PPN.
4. Update traffic: As discussed before, the traffic of update
includes periodical update traffic and passive update traffic. We
refer to the scheme of periodical update used in previous routing
protocols such as BVR, LCR, HopID, GLDR, GLIDER, and S4 as
Traditional Periodical Update. In Fig. 2(d), we observe that EUCD
significantly reduces the periodical update traffic comparing with
traditional update. When the number of landmarks is the range 10–50,
EUCD can eliminate 23-39% of the periodic update traffic compared
with traditional update techniques. EUCD reduces update traffic by
propagating only the differences of coordinates instead of announcing
all coordinates. We randomly selection non-landmark nodes and links
to fail or links to fluctuate by the percentage of total number of
nodes and links. The passive update traffic is generated between two
consecutive routing updates. The traditional method for a node to
update its coordinate in such scenarios is to immediately broadcast
request packets and update its coordinate based on the replies received

from its neighbor nodes. If the coordinate is changed, the node sends
an update packet to its location service. Fig. 2(e) shows that EUCD
generates much less traffic than prior approaches due to hysteresis
from the Timer setting. These results show that EUCD not only
reduces the overhead of update traffic, but also copes better with
network dynamics.
5. Packet delivery ratio: We compare the packet delivery ratio
obtained with GF with that obtained using Dist× ET1 X , especially
in high-traffic scenarios. In this simulation, we set μ = 0 and ρ = 1.
(Note that we do not intend to optimize the parameters μ and ρ
in our paper, and we leave it as future work.) In Fig. 2(f), packet
delivery ratios with both schemes decrease with increasing number
of flows, but the decrease with Dist× ET1 X is more marked. This
is because Dist× ET1 X only considers routes with high link quality,
but the high quality links involve more communications that cause
network contention and hotspot in the network. GF not only considers
link quality but also considers delays that could indicate contention.
GF lets traffic detour hotspot and avoid collisions and packet losses.
In summary, GF achieves a better packet delivery ratio.
6. End-to-end latency: We next compare the average end-toend latency yielded by GF with the corresponding value using
1
. Here, we use μ = 0.5 and ρ = 1. In Fig. 2(g), we
Dist× Cdelay
plot the percentage improvement in latency with GF in comparison
1
, as a function of the average
with that obtained with Dist× Cdelay
number of hops per data flow. Note that Dist (in hops) in landmarkbased routing is obtained from a threshold based link quality scheme,
not always the best link. If only considering the factor of delay, the
forwarding function may choose lower quality links that could invoke
more retransmissions. Moreover, GF works better when the flow is
longer. Longer flows have a higher probability of passing through
hotspot in the network. However, GF can detour the hotspot with the
help of residual energy of the next hop nodes. Because the nodes
which involve more communications in hotspot have less residual
energy, GF favors the nodes that have higher residual energy to avoid
such contention and congestion. Therefore, GF yields significant
latency benefits, for different values of the number of flows.
7. Network lifetime: Next, we compare network lifetime with GF
with that using Dist×Cenergy , when μ = 1 and ρ = 0. In Fig. 2(h),
we see GF increases the lifetime (simulation time) of the network
beyond that obtained when considering only energy. The underlying
reason is that Dist×Cenergy does not guarantee links that are always
high quality as discussed before. Poor quality links invoke more
retransmissions that results in higher energy consumption. This in
turn decreases network lifetime.
Remark: The key point to take away from our simulations comparing GF with the previous approach is that in landmark-based routing,
link quality is the key factor not only for a stable coordinate system,
but also for designing forwarding strategies.
V. C ONCLUSION
Efficiency is a pressing concern to landmark-based routing in large
wireless sensor networks. In this paper, we present XLR, a new,
flexible and comprehensive framework that realizes our three design
principles necessary for efficient landmark-based routing: algorithmic
simplicity, update efficiency, and application awareness. Our framework XLR is composed of four components: relay selection (RS)
to choose landmarks, parametric-p-norm distance function (PPN)
to compute distances, efficient update with coordinate difference
(EUCD), and a systematic model of forwarding (GF). We have
evaluated XLR with extensive simulations and our results show that
our framework yields significant performance benefits.
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